
LONDON: Rising tensions between the
United States and Iran dampened the mood in
equity markets yesterday as investors turned
to safe havens the yen and gold, with the lat-
ter striking a near six-year high. Oil prices
steadied despite the US imposing further
sanctions on key crude producer Iran, with
investors biding their time ahead of next
week’s key OPEC meeting on output.

Traders looked ahead also to crucial trade
talks due this week between US President
Donald Trump and Chinese counterpart Xi
Jinping. “Geopolitical tensions weighed on the
(stock) markets on Tuesday after the US
imposed new sanctions on Iran,” said Russ
Mould, investment director at AJ Bell.
“Investors (are) switching their attention once
again to gold as a safe-haven asset.”

The precious metal struck $1,439.65 an
ounce yesterday, its highest level since
September 2013, with a softer dollar lending
additional support, according to traders.
Japan’s currency, viewed also as a haven
investment, jumped to a near six-month high
at 107.41 yen to the dollar. Meanwhile the
return on 10-year German government bonds,
another safe haven investment, hit a record
low of -0.33 percent, which means investors
are paying Berlin to hold their money.

Bitcoin held above $11,000 after breaking
the marker on Monday for the first time in 16
months. The latest round of US sanctions
against Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei and military top brass meanwhile
meant the “permanent closure of the path to
diplomacy” with Washington, the Islamic

republic’s foreign ministry said. Trump
unveiled the new restrictions on Monday, days
after Iran shot down a US drone that Tehran
said had entered its airspace.

Foreign ministry spokesman Abbas
Mousavi’s tweet provided a catalyst to sell
Asian shares yesterday. However European
stock markets were steady in afternoon
deals, with Wall Street also little changed at
the opening. Traders were keeping tabs on
developments in the China-US trade standoff
as both countries’ leaders prepare for crunch
talks on the sidelines of this week’s G20
summit in Japan. World stock markets last
week rallied after Trump flagged positive

phone talks with Xi.
Yesterday, Chinese state media said top-lev-

el negotiators for both sides had held more dis-
cussions ahead of the meeting, and “exchanged
opinions on economic and trade issues”. The
call took place “at the request of the US side”
and they agreed to maintain contact, the Xinhua
news agency said. “The prolonged trade war
between the two largest economies has down-
graded global growth as more barriers to trade
means higher prices,” said OANDA senior mar-
ket analyst Alfonso Esparza. “Optimism remains
high, but more details need to emerge before
the market can fully price in how far apart the
two sides really are.” — AFP 
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EXCHANGE RATES

AL-MUZAINI EXCHANGE CO.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer                           303.750
Euro                                                  347.950
Sterling Pound                                  389.560
Canadian dollar                                231.340
Turkish lira                                       52.690
Swiss Franc                                      313.790
US Dollar Buying                             296.400

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen                                    2.839
Indian Rupees                                  4.375
Pakistani Rupees                              2.021
Srilankan Rupees                             1.720
Nepali Rupees                                 2.737
Singapore Dollar                              225.580
Hongkong Dollar                              38.909
Bangladesh Taka                              3.583
Philippine Peso                                 5.910
Thai Baht                                          9.905
Malaysian ringgit                             77.685

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal                                       81.054
Qatari Riyal                                      83.482
Omani Riyal                                      789.474
Bahraini Dinar                                  807.090
UAE Dirham                                     82.754

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash                   21.750

DOLLARCO EXCHANGE CO. LTD

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Egyptian Pound - Transfer              18.204
Yemen Riyal/for 1000                     1.220
Tunisian Dinar                                  106.950
Jordanian Dinar                                429.180
Lebanese Lira/for 1000                  0.203
Syrian Lira                                        0.000
Morocco Dirham                             32.211

Rate for Transfer                          Selling Rate
US Dollar                                          303.590
Canadian Dollar                               230.080
Sterling Pound                                  388.065
Euro                                                  346.750
Swiss Frank                                      297.770
Bahrain Dinar                                   807.360
UAE Dirhams                                   83.060
Qatari Riyals                                     84.295
Saudi Riyals                                      81.855
Jordanian Dinar                                429.480
Egyptian Pound                               18.185
Sri Lankan Rupees                           1.718
Indian Rupees                                  4.362
Pakistani Rupees                              1.934
Bangladesh Taka                              3.596
Philippines Pesso                             5.895
Cyprus pound                                  18.065
Japanese Yen                                    3.825
Syrian Pound                                    1.590
Nepalese Rupees                             2.731
Malaysian Ringgit                            74.235
Chinese Yuan Renminbi                   44.635

CURRENCY                                 BUY                             SELL
Europe

British Pound                                    0.380010                       0.393910
Czech Korune                                  0.005523                       0.014823
Danish Krone                                   0.042292                        0.047292
Euro                                                  0. 338689                       0.352389
Georgian Lari                                   0.107085                        0.107085
Hungarian 0.000977                       0.001167
Norwegian Krone                            0.031695                        0.036895
Romanian Leu                                  0.056353                        0.073203
Russian ruble                                    0.004842                       0.004842
Slovakia                                            0.009069                       0.019069
Swedish Krona                                 0.028847                        0.033647
Swiss Franc                                      0.305940                       0.316940

Australasia
Australian Dollar                              0.203014                        0.215014
New Zealand Dollar                         0.195407                        0.204907
America
Canadian Dollar                               0.224827                        0.233827
US Dollars                                        0.299650                       0.304950
US Dollars Mint                               0.300150                       0.304950

Asia
Bangladesh Taka                              0.002999                       0.003800
Chinese Yuan                                   0.042709                       0.046209

Hong Kong Dollar                            0.036821                        0.039571
Indian Rupee                                    0.003772                       0.004544
Indonesian Rupiah                           0.000017                       0.000023
Japanese Yen                                    0.002753                       0.002933
Korean Won                                     0.000253                       0.000268
Malaysian Ringgit                            0.069825                        0.075825
Nepalese Rupee                              0.002672                       0.003012
Pakistan Rupee                                0.001396                        0.002166
Philippine Peso                                 0.005785                       0.006085
Singapore Dollar                              0.219017                         0.229017
Sri Lankan Rupee                            0.001348                        0.001928
Taiwan                                              0.009659                       0.009839
Thai Baht                                          0.009540                       0.010090
Vietnamese Dong                            0.00013                          0.00013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar                                  0.791133                         0.807633
Egyptian Pound                               0.018184                         0.021544
Iranian Riyal                                     0.000084                      0.000085
Iraqi Dinar                                        0.000209                       0.000269
Jordanian Dinar                                0.423513                         0.432513
Kuwaiti Dinar                                   1.000000                       1.000000
Lebanese Pound                              0.000150                       0.000250
Moroccan Dirhams                          0.021302                        0.045302
Omani Riyal                                      0.782643                        0.788323
Qatar Riyal                                       0.079165                        0.084105
Saudi Riyal                                       0.079913                        0.081213
Syrian Pound                                    0.001288                        0.001508
Tunisian Dinar                                  0.100409                       0.108409
Turkish Lira                                      0.045888                       0.055733
UAE Dirhams                                   0.081275                        0.082975
Yemeni Riyal                                    0.000987                       0.001067

Thai Bhat                                          10.875
Turkish Lira                                      52.595
Singapore dollars                             221.307

Investors rushing to safety 
on rising US-Iran tensions

‘Investors (are) switching their attention once again to gold’

KARACHI: Pakistani stock brokers monitor share prices on computer monitors during a trading
session at the Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX). — AFP 

Canada cryptocurrency 
exchange founder stole 
funds before death 
OTTAWA: A trustee’s audit of bankrupt Canadian cryptocurrency
exchange QuadrigaCX has discovered that its late founder siphoned
millions of dollars from clients and spent it on himself and his wife.
Court-appointed monitor Ernst & Young said in a report that
QuadrigaCX’s late president Gerald Cotten had transferred the funds
from customers’ accounts to other cryptocurrency exchanges and
then used the money to buy luxury goods, real estate and travel-and
to cover his trading losses. According to the report, “significant vol-
umes of cryptocurrency were transferred off platform outside
Quadriga to competitor exchanges into personal accounts controlled
by Mr Cotten.”

“It appears that user cryptocurrency was traded on these
exchanges and in some circumstances used as security for a margin
trading account established by Mr. Cotten,” it said. “In addition, sub-
stantial amounts of cryptocurrency were transferred to wallet holders
whose identity the monitor has been unable to confirm.”

Cotten’s wife Jennifer Robertson had previously said in an affidavit
that the company had been unable to access encrypted computers
that her late husband was believed to have used to store the cryp-
tocurrencies, putting millions of dollars out of reach. The files, for
which Cotten alone had the passwords, were referred to as cold wal-
lets. Ernst & Young said it had identified 76,000 QuadrigaCX users
that are owed a total of Can$215 million (US$163 million), but the firm
has been able to recover only Can$33 million to date.

Skeptics had suggested Cohen faked his death. The report doesn’t
delve into that question but notes that Cohen had not maintained any
proper accounting records over the past three years, and transferred
large amounts of money without any oversight. At the same time, he
and his wife “acquired significant assets including real (estate) and
personal property” and “frequently travelled to multiple vacation des-
tinations often making use of private jet services.” QuadrigaCX had
announced mid-January that Cotten died of complications from
Crohn’s disease on December 9 while volunteering at an orphanage in
India. He was 30. Nova Scotia’s high court in February granted his
wife’s bankruptcy application on behalf of the company. — AFP  

QUEBEC: In this file photo taken on March 19, 2018 a technician inspects
the backside of bitcoin mining at Bitfarms in Saint Hyacinthe. —AFP 

FedEx sues US
govt over 
restrictions
NEW YORK: American logistics giant FedEx
sued the US government on Monday, saying
Washington’s restrictions on exports and
imports due to growing trade disputes and
sanctions created an “impossible burden” for
delivery firms. The announcement of the lawsuit
comes as Beijing and Washington face off in a
trade war that has seen both sides exchange

steep tariffs on hundreds of billions in exports.
The US has also sought to bar Chinese

telecom giant Huawei from the American mar-
ket and limit its ability to purchase US tech-
nology. A statement by the delivery firm said
the restrictions placed “an unreasonable bur-
den on FedEx to police the millions of ship-
ments that transit our network every day” or
face heavy fines. The company said it was
impossible for employees to determine “the
origin and technological make-up of contents
of all the shipments it handles and whether
they comply with” US laws.

The statement was released hours after
China called on FedEx to explain why a parcel
from Huawei to the US went undelivered, in the

second spat between the two companies in less
than a month. FedEx CEO Fred Smith told US
broadcaster Fox News that “Huawei is just
emblematic of this problem,” referring to what
he described as the “confusing situations” that
can emerge when employees sought to comply
with the restrictions.

“Under the Department of Commerce’s reg-
ulations, we are expected to be the policeman
for these export and import controls,” he said.
“Despite the fact that we handle 15 million ship-
ments a day, if we make an error on any one of
them... we can be fined $250,000 per piece.” IT
publication PC Mag said on Friday a FedEx
package to the US that contained a Huawei
phone was returned to the UK. — AFP 


